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Meanwhile the ash-tree on the further side of the pond kept
clutching at the air with its queer up-turning fingers as the soft
breeze rustled through it. If it were an ogre-tree, that ash, as
Dud had let himself fancy in many of his solitary walks up
Lovers' Lane, it was contenting itself just now with a harmless
vegetation-mimicry of what was going on opposite him, save
that it was the invisible spring air and not a palpable form en-
circled by a brown belt, towards which its budding twigs
vibrated, swaying and undulating there, as if to the rhythm of
some secret pulse-throb of its life-sap.
Yes, in their pathetic, human hypocrisy Dud and Thuella
went obstinately on, putting various floating fancies, unworthy
of the name of "thoughts," into perfunctory words; and all the
while their real thoughts were the recurrent orbits, each re-
volving on its own quivering axis, of their magnetic advances
and retreats, while the absence of actual contact between them
evoked, in place of any twinge of tantalization, an intensity of
imaginative lust that was transporting.
Thuella seemed to know to a point of exquisite clairvoyance
how to play on the psychic nerve of his cerebral desire; and
our friend was astounded, even while he was enraptured, by
her understanding of the perversity of his senses.
The magnetic interchange between them was rendered more
complicated though not less exciting by reason of their danger-
ous position above the "scummy pond," into whose dark water
it is certain that John Bunyan would have precipitated them
both, and out of whose green slime it is equally certain that
Dante would have called forth a cartload of horned devils,
of scratching, biting, scaly devils, of foul, stinking, obscene
devils, to switch them off to hell.
But all forms of erotic rapture—even that mysterious em-
bracing of the cosmos known to so many of the old saints—
come at last to an end, and the time arrived when our friend
found himself helping Thuella, with her hat in her own hand
now, to reach the gate,
Here he looked at his watch, and the very gesture of doing
this, though he had not discarded it in the interval, swept
his mind back to their first meeting on All Souls' Day.
"Plenty of time!" he remarked, "but I've got to call for the
others in Friary Lane, You'd better come there with me—eh?
—and we'll all go on together."

